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Editors Corner

President’s Report

Xavier Marshall

Keith Spreuer
Here it is July, prime flying weather in SoCal. Some
members are off to Oshkosh soon and those staying behind
are getting the place ready for our annual Flying and RC
expo. This month prep for that is in full swing. We are very
actively seeking more volunteers. I have 27 so far but want
60 in order to keep it down to 3 hr shifts. Please send me an
email or call if you and any members of your family and
friends can help. My email is kspreuer@yahoo.com and my
phone is 310 692-5648. The Expo is shaping up really well.
We are getting sponsors to sign up and the RC show will be
even better this year. We will not only have the regular RC's
but there will be a separate "Line Control" expo too. Both
will have better viability than last year too. The Banner Tow
Ops are a big hit and those will be on going. The food
service this year will not include breakfast but the lunch
service is expected to be organized better with shorter lines.
Attendees are encouraged to bring a folding chair as seating
is always at a premium. The video from last year is posted on
the Expo web site at www.aviation4fun.com. It shows a
great sample of the activities we have and is a good
motivation for attendees. Spread the word to all your friends,
neighbors and colleagues.

EAA Ch

Our next meeting will be July 21st. I'm hoping Ariel Hazi
will be back from vacation and have time to speak about his
project. If not I have a selection of movies for us. There will
be a Young Eagles event after the meeting that day. I believe
that one is at HHR. Hopefully those going can hit the
meeting and then head to Hawthorne. 

Hangar Report
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Keith Spreuer
The hangar remained unchanged in June. Upcoming
changes are that the Bulldog is moving out but Robert
Cullinan's Champ is coming back in. Steve Cass is also
going to come in with his Sonex for a couple months to do
some engine work. The Sereph project by Ike Aerospace is
going to leave in August also. It is moving to Whiteman
airport where Noe can work on it without such a commute.
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So in July we have 1.5 small spaces vacant and 2 large
spaces vacant. One of these vacancies includes the space
used for tools. In August there is expected to be 2.5 small
vacant and 1 large vacant. We will be moving the front row
out for the expo with the Champ and Cozy on display
outside. Carl's Pietenpol will be put together too for display.
Of course we need to do some house cleaning before the
Expo too. That will be the focus over the next 3 Saturdays.
Your help is always appreciated.


Thunderbirds
Dennis Lord
On May 20, 2012, Dennis Lord treated guests to
VIP seats at March ARB for the USAF Thunderbirds show.
Shown is Rhon Williams, EAA 96 member.
Also in the show and doing an aerobatic routine was John
Collver's beautiful SNJ-5 "War Dog". In 1979, War Dog
was restored in the EAA 96 hangar when operated by
Warbirds West. A week later, on Memorial Day, Dennis
honored Veterans with a flyover of the Green Hills services
in War Dog.

would be reduced on the opposite side. I do not
have an aircraft of this type so I have not done the
test myself. If someone would do the test and let me
know the results I would be eternally grateful.
One way to accomplish this type of test follows:
Climb to an altitude of about 5000 ft. and tune in to
an airport ATIS signal at some range at which the
signal is readable but sort of scratchy and fly flat
circles and listen for the signal fading out and back in
and record the directions off the nose of the signal
loss. Don’t attempt this test using the volume control
to set the audio level because you have to get far
enough away from the station to prevent the
automatic gain control of the radio from working. It
would be best to have a flat surface between the
transmitter and the airplane because hills and valleys
and such would have an effect. Water would be
good. I tried this a while back with my belly mounted
antenna installed next to the access panel on my
Bellanca and I had equal signal all the way around. I
was about 70 miles from Palomar airport in Southern
California tuned to their ATIS and over the ocean
south of the Palos Verdes peninsula.
A similar test could be performed on VOR antennas
by using the flag indicators on the instruments or the
audio level but the audio on the VORs is pretty weak.
Good luck on our drag free and better performing
antennas.


Stu’s New Project
Xavier Marshall



Boy, that didn't take long! It was reported in
the last newsletter that Stu sold his rocket. Now, I am
happy to report that he acquired a new project; a
Smith Mini plane. It's a single seat biplane fighter
that looks like a blast to fly.

How To: Check your Com
Antenna to Find Weak
Areas of Signal
Bob Archer
I strongly suggest that on any antenna
installation a flight test to check the radiation pattern
should be considered. In the particular instance of the
Com antenna in front of the vertical stabilizer I believe
there would be a significant reduction of signal in the
aft direction because of the energy being reflected
forward and upwards by the vertical stabilizer. On a
belly mounted antenna the landing gear legs can have
a significant effect on the pattern. On a wing tip
mounted COM antenna I would guess that reception
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Continued from page 2

who fly recreationally.
"The short comment period makes it more urgent that
people submit their comments now. If you have not
commented on our exemption request, do it as soon
as possible, because this request opens an important
discussion about creating more participation in aviation
while maintaining a high safety standard," said Sean
Elliott, EAA's vice president of advocacy and safety.
"Make your voice heard now as part of our 'Drive for
3,000' comments on this important initiative."

He is in the process of taking it down for a thorough
inspection, and some tweaks before it is ready to take
to the air.
I had the honor of taking part in one of Stu's traditions;
hanging the wing. I'm wondering what kind of paint job
will go on this fighter... I mean airplane.
.

Current FAA regulation 14 CFT Part 61 requires all
pilots to hold at least a third-class medical certificate to
exercise the privileges of a private or recreational
certificate. EAA and AOPA are asking the FAA for an
exemption to that rule, which would give pilots who fly
recreationally the option of getting a third-class
medical or, instead, participating in a recurrent online
education program that will teach them how to selfassess their fitness to fly. If the request is granted,
pilots flying recreationally would be required to carry
the online education program course completion
certificate during each flight.
The exemption would allow completers of the online
program to medical self-certify for single-engine
aircraft with 180 hp or less, four seats or fewer, fixed
gear, and day VFR flight with one passenger


NTSB Spotlights Safety Factors for
Homebuilt Aircraft


EAA.ORG
The National Transportation Safety Board today
highlighted 16 recommendations to improve
homebuilt aircraft safety, but also complimented
EAA and its programs as helping to make the
amateur-built aircraft community a safer place.

Comment on Medical Exemption
Request By July 2
EAA.ORG
The FAA is allowing a short 20-day official
public comment period for the EAA/AOPA third-class
medical certification exemption request, beginning with
the notice published in today's Federal Register.
The 20-day public comment period, which ends July 2,
is shorter than the typical 30- or 60-day period
established for comments. More than 1,800 public
comments have already been submitted on the
exemption request through the Regulations.gov
website. Those comments will be included as part of
the docket on the exemption request, which was
unveiled in late March as a way to significantly reduce
a substantial economic and regulatory burden for pilots

The NTSB made its recommendations at a full board
meeting in Washington, D.C., following a briefing by
agency staff on an extensive safety study of homebuilt
aircraft that began in 2011. EAA assisted NTSB with
an initial survey by encouraging involvement of EAA
members, in an effort to establish an accurate,
comprehensive database of the homebuilt community.
More than 5,000 EAA members participated in the
survey.
Among the areas of focus within the 16 NTSB
recommendations were flight testing procedures and
plans, development of operational limitations and flight
manuals for homebuilts,
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transition training, expanding availability of transition training,
and use of electronic data to develop flight test plans and
operations manuals.
"One of the most important findings of this study is the
number of seasoned and experienced pilots getting into
accidents so early in the life of structurally sound airplanes,"
said NTSB Chairman Deborah Hersman. "The
recommendations we issue today can improve safety while
encouraging the continued growth of this innovative and
vibrant segment of the aviation community."
Hersman and other board members specifically cited EAA's
contributions to amateur-built aircraft safety, and
recommended four areas where EAA can expand its
programs and play a leading role in enhancing safety.
"We appreciate the NTSB board's unanimous
acknowledgement that the amateur-built aircraft community
is an important element in the growth and innovation for all
of aviation," said EAA President/CEO Rod Hightower. "We
appreciate the praise that the board publicly gave to EAA's
programs and efforts on behalf of safety. We understand the
need to balance safety with the freedoms that allow
Americans to use their imagination and skills to create
aircraft that bring new technology and designs."
EAA and its Homebuilt Aircraft Council will continue to study
the recommendations for what effect they may have on the
design, building and certification of amateur-built aircraft.
Any action must ensure that the freedom to participate in the
amateur-built aircraft community does not create additional
burdens or hurdles.

2012 Officers and
Advisors
President: Keith Spreuer
Vice President: Jack Massie
Treasurer: Merrill Eastcott
Secretary: Vacant
Board Members:
Dave Bristol
Jim Lobue
David Wade
Rhon Williams
Robert Cullinan
Ariel Hazi
Young Eagles: Glen Parkison
Hangar Manager: Keith Spreuer
Flight Advisor: Dave Bristol
Technical Counselors: Dave Bristol
Mark Zeitlin
Membership Chair: Jim Lobue
Newsletter Editor: Xavier Marshall
DAR: Bob Hayos
Website Editor: Dave Bristol
Contact information can be found on the Chapter 96
website.
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